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ENGLISH LITERATURE (EDEXCEL)  
 

Subject specific entry requirements: English Lang. 6 & English Lit. 6 
 

General Information 
The study of English Literature in the Sixth Form provides the opportunity to read widely in a range of 
literature from Shakespeare to contemporary British and international writers. The emphasis is always on a 
personal response to language, and to ideas relevant to our own lives. It is a course in which teacher and 
student are involved together in a cooperative exploration of literature, which is, ideally, a source of both 
pleasure and understanding. This specification builds on what students know already from GCSE, to teach 
the skills every literature student needs to explore and understand a wide range of texts, and to help 
develop the valuable transferable skills of sustained research and composition.  

Skills 
Throughout the course, students are encouraged to develop a critical awareness and understanding of 
individual works of literature, of relationships between texts and of the significance of cultural and 
contextual influences on readers and writers. Furthermore, students are required to consider a variety of 
perspectives as well as contexts to enrich their understanding of the texts and enable them to speak and 
write with far deeper profundity about them. Students will also learn to analyse, discuss and evaluate 
previously unseen texts. 

Key Features of Study 
All the work is covered in school, but there will be opportunities for theatre visits and study-days too.  Much 
of the class work centres on small group and full group discussion. In Year 13, the emphasis will be every 
much on independent study for the coursework component of the course. For this, students will be 
expected to choose their own two texts and take the initiative to complete their own research and wider 
reading. 

Aptitudes required 
A-Level English Literature students must be competent and enthusiastic readers of literature.  They should 
be able to challenge the views of others and be challenged themselves, to develop skills of continual 
analysis and judgement. 

Work-load and types of work 
The amount of class work and essay work is reasonable and manageable.  Students will be expected to 
produce regular essays.  Moreover, it is very strongly recommended that all students read widely for 
background knowledge and interest. The student handbook is helpful in suggesting ways to organise study 
and also contains reading lists for wider reading. 

Career connections 
English Literature is a useful subject to consider for those interested in any of the social sciences, 
humanities, law, and journalism, in fact almost any career other than the very subject-specific ones such as 
medicine.  Study of literature indicates an interest in words, communication, and human interest issues. 
 
 


